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Abstract
The Blockchain and Cryptocurrency market gives entrepreneurs the potential to create disruptive
technology while enabling volatility traders exploit swing trading. This combination of investment tactics
allow specialized fund managers to yield above industry average gains. Incorporating these investment
opportunities with exclusive partnerships give Dreamscape the edge it needs to grow into one of the largest
firms in the industry. Whether the market is in an uptrend or downtrend, our firm is able to make the most
from any situation.
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The Dilemma

This year has witnessed the remarkable rise of cryptocurrency prices, ICOs and blockchain projects.
Volatility hinders the Cryptocurrency markets making it hard to participate in the space without emotion for
many retail investors. There is no doubt that the amount of news appearing in the media regarding Bitcoin
has been rising exponentially, both good and bad. With all this excessive exposure comes the injection of
fear into the crypto markets.

1.1

Traditional Diversification

"Diversification"
A word which makes investors feel warm, fuzzy and safe.
A diversified investment portfolio “may provide the potential to improve [risk-adjusted] returns,” fund giant
Fidelity Investments explained to its investors. They included several nice looking pie charts showing stocks
balanced against cash, bonds and many foreign securities. A well-diversified portfolio, Fidelity said, would
comprise, “ideally, assets whose returns move in the opposite direction.”
The carnage and bubble of 2008 should have taught many investors just how inefficient the diversification
model really is. Legions of seemingly well-diversified investors, both big and small alike — found that they
had failed to diversify their way out of a total financial crisis. Devastating crashes can occur in any market at
anytime.
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1.2

Traditional Diversification

Traditional funds invest all money and diversify into multiple assets as their risk mitigation.

1.3

The Dreamscape Solution

The Dreamscape model is not dependent on one market.
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Investment Methods and Strategy

1. Projects which pass our verification criteria and have a disruptive blockchain model.
2. In-house developed profitable business ventures within the crypto-space.
3. Derivatives volatility trading.

2.1

The Dreamscape Edge

Dreamscape Capital understands the importance of timing, capital and execution. Unlike many other funds,
which use the typical diversification model or fundamental analysis for making "educated" investments,
these are not recession proof strategies. The Dreamscape approach is more sophisticated than traditional
funds, and combines well experienced traders with blockchain specific investors.

2.2

Risk Management

Dreamscape Capital will utilize an in-house risk management technique to prevent catastrophic loss while
having a well balanced and profitable portfolio.
●
●
●

●

2.3

Unused liquid funds will be stored offline.
Funds being actively invested will be distributed across multiple exchanges to minimize external
third party risk.
Short term hold strategy will be in place for the majority of holdings and profit taking will be
frequent. This is to ensure we have enough funds available to accommodate a healthy liquidity pool
when investors want to pull out their capital.
Long-term investments will be coordinated with the amount of capital available. Raises or contracts
will be in place if or when needed.

Dividend Payouts

Dreamscape Capital will issue DSC token holders a quarterly dividend starting Q1 2019. Reports will be
available for holders to acquire via the DSC dashboard. Realized gains will be distributed in the form ETH
relevant to the dollar value at the time of issuance.
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Disclaimer

This DSC token whitepaper is for information purposes only and is subject to change. Dreamscape does not
guarantee the accuracy of or the conclusions reached in this whitepaper, and this whitepaper is provided “as
is”. Dreamscape Capital does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express,
implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to:
1.
2.
3.

Warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or
non-infringement.
The contents of this white paper are free from error or misinformation.
That such contents will not infringe third-party rights.

Dreamscape Capital and its affiliates shall carry no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use,
reference to, or reliance on this white paper or any of the content contained herein, even if advised of the
possibility of such damages. In no event will Dreamscape Capital or its affiliates be liable to any person or
entity for any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect,
consequential, compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference to,
or reliance on this whitepaper or any of the content contained herein, including, without limitation, any loss
of business, revenues, profits, data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses.

3.1

Dreamscape Token Specifications

• Smart Contract Platform: Ethereum
• Contract Type: ERC-20
• Token: DSC
• Token Name: Dreamscape Capital Token
• Initial Circulation from Pre Sale: 70,000,000

• DSC Token Supply: 1,000,000,000

3.2

Distribution Model

Tokens will be sold at fair market value at all times ensuring minimal volatility. As the fund grows and
realizes gains, token pricing will reflect the overall performance of the fund.
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Summary

The bear market as taken many funds by storm, leading to catastrophic losses for many investors.
Dreamscape Capital is a naturally bear-immune fund which focuses on three different strategies to offset
risk for it’s holders. The DSC investment model has been used by many sophisticated stock market funds in
the world -- past and present. We have taken this strategic model and created a proprietary investment
system optimized to the cryptocurrency and blockchain space.

Glossary
ICO Abbreviation for Initial Coin Offering, an unregulated means by which cryptocurrency funds are raised
for a new venture in the blockchain space.
Genesis Block Also known as block 0, the first block in a blockchain that contains hard-coded information to
which the rest of the blockchain must follow.
Smart Contract A pre-defined self executing contract, or piece of code, that resides on, and interacts with a
blockchain, when deployed on a network.

